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Abstract - The present study focuses on analysis of variance of categorical data. So, it was noted that contingency tables are 

often subjected to the analysis of variance (abbreviated hereafter as ANOVA), using the so-called log linear model. Some 

references were also provided. The current study applied dual scaling to ANOVA of categorical date. One natural question is 

whether or is not dual scaling is any better than the log linear approach. Therefore, there does not seem to be any comparative 

study available, and hence our discussion must remind speculative. 
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1. Introduction 
The difference between Dual scaling and Leo linear approach: 

(Gabriel, 1971), the log linear approach postulates an experimental design model with respect to logarithmic transforms of 

cell frequencies of contingency table and its analysis is guarded with all the assumptions entertained in the so-called normal 

theory. The model is then amenable to, for example maximum likelihood estimation or weighted least-squares estimation of 

parameters, and sampling distributions of the estimates can in general be specified. One can option so-called minimum-variance 

estimates, which implies that the analysis is optimum in the least-squares sense. 

(Anderberg, 1973), the dual scaling approach doesn't employ any assumption about the distribution of response, which may 

appear to present some advantage of dual scaling over the log linear approach. However, the same point makes it difficult to 

make any probabilistic statement about weights or, more specifically, the sampling stability of the optimal weights. In this 

approach, the unit of analysis is not necessarily of cell frequency, but can be a single response from a single subject. In other 

words, it can scale response-pattern matrix of I, s and O, s so as to maximize the contributions of the ANOVA parameters. 

Individual differences are effectively used in scaling the data unlike the dual scaling approach, the log linear approach assumes 

that subject is randomly chosen, and that individual differences are nothing but random fluctuations. Consequently, the logline 

approach cannot derive weight for non-numerical responses. 

(Benzecri, 1992), the next difference is in the transformation of data. The logarithmic transformation is at variance-

stabilizing and in some sense has the effect of reducing the contribution of higher order moment or interactions to the total 

variance. The ANOVA decomposition however, is unique Dual scaling in contrast, can choose any effect or combination of 

effects to optimization, note that the individual sums of squares of effects naturally change, depending on the choice of the 

optimization criterion. This choice, or scaling itself, introduces an additional step in its procedure, namely, adjustment of degrees 

of freedom for the error term. Although some degrees of freedom will be lost in the dual scaling approach to ANOVA as just 

mentioned above, dual scaling is still blessed with a much large number of degrees of freedom to manipulate, for it can deal with 

the response-pattern representation of data. Rather than just with the contingency table. This aspect of dual scaling suggests the 

possibility that this approach might almost always provide a more clear-out picture of the effects of the parameters than the log 

linear approach. This, however, must remain a conjecture. 

The comparison of the two approach deserves scrutiny, and extensive work may be necessary. Comparisons based on a few 

numerical examples may be misleading and hence will not be made. This is an important problem from both theoretical and 

practical points of view, however, and detailed analysis is much desired. 

2. The Eoritical Approach:(Fisher, 1948) 

This study presented dual scaling of categorical data in the ANOVA context. Fisher (1948) did pioneer work about this 

approach which was generalized to multi-way designs by Nishisato (1971 a, 1972 a, b, 1972 a) 
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The squared correlation ratio wa derived in the context of the one-way ANOVA. To see the relation between dual scaling 

and ANOVA, we can present a summary table of one-way ANOVA (TABLE1). As we recall, the squared correlation ratio, ɲ2 , 

is defined as SSb/SSt , statistic F, which is used in the one-way AOVA, is defined by 

F = MSb / MSw 

Both ɲ2 and F are associated with the magnitude of group differences, and are related simply as follows :  

                   F = 
𝑀𝑆𝑏

𝑀𝑆𝑤
 = 

𝑆𝑆𝑏

𝑑𝑓𝑏
𝑆𝑆𝑤

𝑑𝑓𝑤

 = 

𝑆𝑆𝑏

𝑑𝑓𝑏

(𝑆𝑆𝑡−𝑆𝑆𝑏)

𝑑𝑓𝑤

  = 

ɲ2 

𝑑𝑓𝑏

(1−ɲ2 )

𝑑𝑓𝑤

                                                             …(2) 

 (Aitkin, 1982), in the context of dual scaling, therefore, it follows that maximization of ɲ2 is equivalent to maximization 

of)) F)). it is assumed that ɲ2 ≠ 1. 

 To illustrate further the relation between the two analyses, consider the two-way ANOVA with the crossed design Table 

2 is the summary table, which corresponds to the table ((1)).  

 The sums of squares and degrees of freedom are related as follows:  

SSt = SSb + SSw = (SSA + SSB + SSAB) + SSw                                                                         …(3) 

dft = dfb + dfw = (dfA + dfB + dfAB) + dfw                                                                                  …(4) 

Table 1. One-way Analysis of Variance 

Source of variation df Sum of squares Mean squro F-ratio 

Between groups with 

in group 

dfb 

dfw 

SSb 

SSw 

MSSb= SSb /df 

MSSw=SSw/dfw 

MSSb/ MSSw 

Total dft SSt   

 

(KIERS-H.A. L, 1989), note that the between-groups sum of squares has three (disjointed) components, SSA SSB and SSAB. 

I dual scaling is carried out so as to maximize SSb / SSt, it has the effect of maximizing the overall F ratios. It is important to 

recall that maximization of SSb / SSt means minimization of SSw / SSt, and these two together lead to maximization of the F 

ratios. Thus, if dual scaling is carried out to maximize the relative contribution of only a subset of SSb, say SSA and SSB, it does 

not generally maximize the corresponding F ratios.  It simply maximizes (SSA + SSB) / SSt, and not (SSA + SSB) / SSw. In 

other words, SSw is not necessarily minimized by the maximization of (SSA + SSB) / SSt. It may be SSAB, rather than SSw, 

wich is substantially reduced.  

The idea of quantifying categorical data so as to maximize the effects of particular treatments is probably very appealing to 

researchers in applied areas. One may be interested in the effects of only a few treatents our those of particular interactions.one 

may not wish to include high-order interaction in the aximization simply because they are too difficult to Interpret No matter 

what one's interests are, the dual scaling approach offers an interesting way of performing data analysis. 

When ANOVA is applied to categorical data, one may be concerned about violations of its underlying assumption (e.g., 

normality, homoscedasticity). However, the present approach deals with a linear combination of weighted responses as a unite 

of analysis, and the central limit theorem would at least ensure its asymptotic normality the ANOVA procedures are also known 

to be quite robust with respect to violations of the assumptions. To feel truly comfortable, However, it seems as though we need 

further work by statisticians. 

let us look at two of the possible procedures. 

Table 2. A summary table tow-way analysis of variance (crossed design) 

Source of variation df Sum of squares Mean sqares  

Treatment A dfA SSA MSA= SSA/dfA MSA / MSw 

Treatment B dfB SSB MSA= SSB/dfB MSB / MSw 

Treatment     A X B dfAB SSAB MSAB= 

SSAB/dfAB 

MSAB / MSw 
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Between groups  dfb SSb MSb= SSb/dfb  

withingroups dfw SSw MSw= SSw/dfw  

Total dft SSt   

 

3. Applications 

It could be obtained optimal score vector yr depending on the case. yr then is subjected to the ordinary ANOVA procedures. 

Let us consider a pxq crossed design with the same number of subjects in each of the pq cells. suppose that N subjects answered 

n multiple- choice questions which have in the total m response optional. Then the ANOVA results. It can be summarized as in 

table 3. recall that yr is already optimally scaled, and that the projection operators are used simply to indicate orthogonal deco 

potions. unlike the ordinary ANOVA of y of n scores, we have Nm responses, with some constraints. The study estimates m 

weights with the condition with the sum of the weighted responses is zero. As mentioned in other studies this condition implies 

that the sume of the weighted responses of each item is zero. ln consequence, that total degrees of freedom are the number of 

independent responses N (n-m), minus the number independent estimates m-n, that is, dft = (N-1) (n-m). this change in dft, 

however effects only dfw as in table (3) 

Table 3. Two – way ANOVA (method 1) 

Source of variation df Sum of squares Mean squares 

&F* 

Treatment A P-1 𝑌𝑟 
`  𝑃𝛼𝑌𝑟 MSA= SSA/dfA 

Treatment B q-1 𝑌𝑟 
`  𝑃𝐵𝑌𝑟 MSA= SSB/dfB 

Interaction A X B (P-1) (q-1) 𝑌𝑟 
`  𝑃𝛼𝐵𝑌𝑟 MSAB= 

SSAB/dfAB 

Between groups  (Pq-1) 𝑌𝑟 
`  (𝑃𝛼 + 𝑃𝐵 + 𝑃𝛼𝐵) 𝑌𝑟  MSb= SSb/dfb 

within groups (N-1) (m-n)- Pq +1 𝑌𝑟 
`  (1- 𝑃𝛼𝐵) 𝑌𝑟 MSw= SSw/dfw 

Total (N-1) (m-n) 𝑌𝑟 
`  𝑌1  

     See table (2) for appropriate entries. 

4. Method II  
Method I is probably satisfactory and also easy enough to but to routine use, but method II presents another interesting 

approach to the same problem in 1971 NISHISATO considered a simple generalization of the one-way ANOVA to a multi-way 

ANOVA through dual scaling.  

To illustrate his approach, let us consider a multiple-choice date. Obtained from N subject who was sampled according to 

a2x2 crossed design. Define 

 F: the N*m response- pattern matrix. 

t: the number of groups of subjects. 

generated by the two-way classification, that is t = 4  

nij = the number of subjects in the group (i,j), i= 1,2 ؛ j = 1,2 

 D* = the t*N matrix such that, in such example  

D* = [
1  1…1     0  0…0     0  0…0     0  0…0 0  0…0     1  1…1     0  0…0     0  0

…0  0  0…0     0  0…0     1  1…1     0  0… 0  0  0…0     0  0…0     0  0…0     1  1…1  
] 

n11        n12     n21             n22 

DN = the N*N diagonal matrix of the row totals of F; 

D = the m * m diagonal matrix of the column totals of F; 

F. = D*F = the t * N matrix with elements being sums of column entries within groups; 
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Dt = the t * t diagonal matrix of the row totals of F; 

X = the m * 1 vector of weights for the m options; 

𝜀 = the h * 1 vector of ANOVA parmeters  

Then the vector of optimal scores of N subjects and the vector of the cell means of optimal scores are, respectively,  

y = 
𝐷𝑁
−1𝐹𝑥

 ɲ
 

y. = 
𝐷𝑁
−1𝐹.𝑥

 ɲ
  = 

𝐷𝑡
−1𝐷∗𝐹𝑥

ɲ
 

y can be expressed in terms of the ANOVA parameters as  

y. = A 𝜀 + e = K L 𝜀 + e. = K𝜃 + e. 

Where A is the design matrix, e. Is the vector residual, y. - A 𝜀 , called errors, 𝜃 is the vector of q linearly estimable functions of 

𝜀, that is 𝜃 = L 𝜀 and K is abas is matrix.  

Finally – Assuming that e. ~ N ( o 𝜎2𝐷𝑡
−1) , the unbiased minimum variance estimate 𝜃 is given by  

�̂� = (𝐾̀ 𝐷𝑡𝐾̀)-1 𝐾̀ 𝐷𝑡y  

   = (𝐾̀ 𝐷𝑡𝐾̀)-1 
𝐾̀ 𝐹.𝑋

ɲ
 

ANOVA information’s mention soon in another research in including the application.  

5. Conclusion 
Dual scaling can be ablied in many statistical approaches with special analysis of variance ablieal on each one to find the 

optimal solution for every approach. 
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